WE NEED YOUR TIME AND TALENTS!
The following Volunteer Opportunities require spiritual maturity, commitment and the completion of our
volunteer training program:


Receptionist: Answer the phone, run copies, computer work if comfortable, assist in Chloe’s
Closet, etc.



Client Advocate: Will work directly with the clients. Empathically listen to their stories, provide
emotional support, provide educational material and outside resources, and prayerful support.



Registered Nurse: Will work directly with clients similar to client advocate. Administer pregnancy
tests, complete client charting, be with client during ultrasound, and make follow-up calls.



Sonographer or Limited Ultrasound Obstetric Technician: Perform ultrasounds on clients, confer
with our medical director on all scans completed, complete client charting.



Prenatal Educator/Mentor: Work one on one or in small group with clients to educate them on
prenatal care, provide emotional support and help in getting ready for the baby at home.



Data Entry Specialist: Enter data on computer software used at the center, and generate reports
as needed.

THE FOLLOWING VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES DO NOT REQUIRE THE COMPLETION OF THE VOLUNTEER
TRAINING PROGRAM:


Chloe's Closet: Work in the clothing room helping to sort, fold, and organize items that are
donated to the Women's Choice Center.



Mailing Team: Join the mailing team to sort, label, and tab special mailings. This is a two or three
hour commitment several times a year.



Event Team: Provide volunteer support during our major fundraising events. Work as you are
available and needed.



Cleaning: Assist in cleaning the Center to keep it attractive and presentable to our clients and
community. Wash windows, shampoo carpets, vacuum, scrub restrooms, and other general
cleaning. Work as you are available and needed.



Handyman/Maintenance: Use your skills to enhance the functions and professional appearance
of the Women's Choice Center. Work as you are available and needed.



Gardening/Landscape Help - help to maintain the plants and grounds around the center.
(Seasonal)

